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SOUTHERN WORKER

WORKERS' CHILDREN — A CONFLICT

Workers' children in the Soviet Union are better

than those in the United States. The photo shows children

in the Soviet Union. The houses have been

renovated so they are more comfortable. The

children are well-clothed and well-fed.

In the United States, however, the

living conditions of workers' children are

much worse. Many of them have to work

long hours and earn very little.

 backstage. The

Directors N. A. C. P.

were present at the

meeting.

Declaration:

The Southern

Conference was

formed to

counteract

the

influence of the

N. A. C. P.

by

organizing

a

united front with the

L. D.

and other organizations.

A meeting of the

organizations

was held in

response to the

call of the

L. D.

for a united front.

The

N. A. C. P.

also

organized

a

similar

meeting.

Delegate From Black Belt

News comes from Tallapoosa county

in the heart of the Alabama blackbelt,

that Negro sharecroppers and tenants

organized last by the Communist Party,

are working out ways and means of sending their
delegerate to the conference.

A number of churches have already
deluged the Conference with

requests to send

delegate.
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